A new method is proposed for locating saddle points on potential energy surfaces. The method involves walking on the ridge separating reactants' and products' valleys toward its minimum, which is a saddle point in coordinate space. Of particular advantage for ab inirio calculations, the ridge method does not require evaluation of second derivatives of the potential energy. Another important feature of the method is that no assumptions about the transition state geometry are needed, and it is easy to impose linear constraints on the molecular structure. The ridge method is supplemented by a heuristic detour algorithm, which enables one to deal with unfortunate choices of reactants' and products' coordinates. Both algorithms are illustrated by several examples where the complexity of the potential energy surface ranges from a simple analytical formula to a numerical manybody ab inirio potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the problem of locating transition states, i.e., saddle points of rank 1 on potential energy surfaces, has been the focus of numerous investigations. '-'4 Despite considerable progress in this field, searching for transition states remains a complicated problem, especially for potential energy surfaces obtained from large-scale ab initio calculations.
At present, methods for locating transition states either (i) improve a guessed transition state geometry2'3 which has to belong to the quadratic region of the desired transition state, (ii) build a path on the potential energy surface leading through the transition state,"12 or combine these two approaches. '31'4 When the number of degrees of freedom is large, methods of the first type have limited applicability since it is often difficult to choose a good initial guess for the geometry of the transition state. Methods of the second type can, in turn, be partitioned into walking algorithms which aim at stepping uphill along the valley connecting reactants and products through a transition state while remaining on4V6-8 or approaching" the valley floor, and methods which build an approximation to the entire reaction path.5P9S"P'2 At each step, walking algorithms require either a good approximation to the Hessian matrix, i.e., the matrix of the second derivatives of the potential with respect to nuclear coordinates, or (n-l)-dimensional minimization where n is the number of degrees of freedom. Although the walking algorithm by Cerjan and Miller7 has been used with empirical potentials involving dozens of atoms," a fairly large number of steps during the walk makes these algorithms computationally very expensive in case of ab initio potentials even if analytical second derivatives '"" are used. As far as the reaction path methods5'9"'V12 are concerned, the synchronous transit method' of Halgren and Lipscomb and a conceptually similar technique of Bell and Crighton' build successive quadratic approximations to the reaction path between two known stable structures. By design, these methods are not suited for complicated potential energy surfaces, such as those with several local minima between reactants and products or when the reaction path is severely curved. Although these obstacles can be overcome with recently developed conjugate peak refinement algorithm," its considerable computational cost limits this method mostly to empirical potentials. While a simple way to deal with complicated reaction paths has been suggested previously for two-dimensional potential energy surfaces,12 no such method has been put forth for many-dimensional problems.
In the present paper, we introduce a ridge method for locating saddle points. The underlying concept of this method is to seek the potential energy minimum on the ridge separating the reactants' and products' valleys. As opposed to walking uphill along the valley, which requires either the Hessian matrix evaluation or multidimensional minimization at each step, a descent along the ridge can be performed at the expense of a one-dimensional maximization at each step. Thus no Hessian matrix evaluation is required during the descent along the ridge toward a saddle point, which is especially advantageous for ab initio potentials. Of course, in order to prove that a true saddle point is found, it is necessary to obtain the Hessian matrix at this point and to verify the presence of only one negative eigenvalue. The ridge method does not require an initial guess for the transition state geometry, because, like the methods'79V11*12 building the entire reaction path, it starts from searching for a maximum on the linear path connecting reactants and products. Although generally somewhat more expensive than reaction path methods,5'9 the suggested algorithm explores a smaller area on the potential energy surface compared to these methods. As a result, topologically difficult potential energy surfaces, whose saddle point analyses are not feasible by the moderately expensive reaction path methods,5V9 should become amenable. 
II. METHOD OUTLINE A. Ridge method
The following algorithm is suggested to search for the energy minimum on the ridge separating reactants' and products' valleys. Let us consider the points x0 and xl which represent two given stable structures, i.e., reactants and products, in the n-dimensional coordinate space. (This discussion is not limited to a particular choice of coordinates used to describe the geometry of a nonlinear molecule consisting of N atoms. Thus one may use 3N redundant Cartesian coordinates as well as 3N-6 internal coordinates or some other appropriate set of coordinates.) Let us denote a straight line between x0 and xl as [x,;xi] . Provided that there is a barrier to reaction converting reactants into products, the potential energy should have at least one maximum along this line. At first we consider a case when the potential energy has a single maximum on the line [xo;xi] at the point x* (see Fig. 1 ). We form a small interval [x,$x;] around the point x* so that the end points of this interval are given as x;=x* -p, x; =x* +p.
Here the vector p is collinear to [xo;xi] and we will refer to p as a side step and to its length llpll as a side step size. Instead of moving downhill from the point x* as in previous techniques,5'9*'1 we take downhill steps of size a from the points x6 and xi, which sandwich the point x*, to the points xi and x;' along downhill directions p. and pl, respectively x~=x~+apo, x;'=x;+apl, a>O.
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We choose the downhill directions p. and p1 appearing in Eq. (2) either as
where g(x) denotes the gradient of the potential at the point x, A is an n by n matrix discussed later, and AT is its transpose. We require that the following condition be satisfied:
g(x*) TAg(x*) > 0.
The inequality (5) In order to satisfy these conditions in practice, we first take some trial value for the side step size llpl], so that the points xE, and xi, obtained from Eq. ( 1 ), are assumed to be in the quadratic region of the point x*. Then, for a trial downhill step size a we check condition (i) by evaluating the potential energy at the end points x&' and xi', and some intermediate point which is closer to the end point with higher potential energy. If condition (i) does not hold, we can use values of the potential energy at the points x$ and x;l to estimate the correct downhill step size , as shown in Appendix A. Another option one can use when condition (i) is not satisfied, is to reduce the downhill step size, e.g., by half, and try again. When the ratio of the downhill step size a to the side step size llp]l becomes too small, but condition (i) still does not hold, then the sidestep size llpll needs to be reduced as well.
The situation when condition (i) is satisfied but condition (ii) is not, generally indicates that the saddle point is in the relatively small region where the points x6, xi, x6, and x;' lie on its boundary. In this case, reduction of the downhill step size CY or switching to faster quasi-Newton methods3V13*14 will refine the position of the saddle point.
After the points x$ and xi' which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) are found, we repeat the procedure described above with the points x0 and xi replaced by x6 and x;', until the gradient at the point x* becomes sufficiently small. To identify a critical point, we use the criterion Igi(x*) 1 <E, i= l,..., n, where gi is the ith component of the gradient vector. Thus the iteration scheme {x~,x~}~~~+ {x&xi} + {xG,x;l} = {x~,x~},-,~~ gradually leads us to a critical point where the potential has a maximum along the current direction (x1-x0). At a saddle point, any set of directions conjugate with respect to the Hessian matrix, has to have only one direction of negative curvature, i.e., the direction along which the potential has a maximum. Equivalently, the Hessian matrix at a saddle point should have one and only one negative eigenvalue. The process outlined above does guarantee that we obtain a critical point with at least one direction of negative curvature. However, in order to claim that a true saddle point is found, one needs to build the Hessian matrix at this point (at least by finite differentiation) and check its eigenvalues. The unfortunate situation when the Hessian matrix at the critical point has more than one negative eigenvalue has been addressed, e.g., in Ref. 1; we do not dwell on this subject here. However, we do note that this situation is relatively rare for the ridge method, occurring perhaps only as often as when a gradient-based minimization algorithm finds a saddle point instead of a minimum. Indeed, in the course of the algorithm, the sequence of points x* leads downhill along multiple independent directions. The only constraint we impose on this downhill motion is that there should be a direction of negative curvature at each point x* that we consider. In general, this direction of negative curvature changes relatively slowly, so that the descent along any other possible direction of negative curvature is likely to happen, leading primarily to the true saddle point at the end of the search.
B. Detour algorithm
Now that the basic ridge method has been described, we discuss several related issues. First, let us consider the situation when the ridge method has troublesome initial conditions. This is the case where, for two stable structures xc and x,, there are several maxima on the line [x,,;xJ. Bad initial conditions also occur when this line contains intermediate points where the potential energy is very high because some nuclei are too close to each other (see Fig. 2 ). This complex problem requires separate consideration, and here we limit ourselves to a heuristic approach which sometimes (but not always) gives us a solution, i.e., a pair of points with a single maximum of the potential energy between them. The essence of this method, which we refer to as the detour algorithm, is to move the starting points x0, xl closer to the boundaries of the offending region and then take downhill steps to get a new pair. The iterative scheme {x0,x,} + {x&x;} --t {xg,x;} intended for the case when there is a single maximum on the line [xo;x,] is also implemented in the detour algorithm. If the line [x,;xt] contains a region with very high potential energy values, the points x6 and xi are determined as intersections of the line [xo;xJ with the boundary of this region [see Fig. 3(b) ]. Note that the existence of such a region and the points x6 and xi can be determined via considering the internuclear distances along [xo;x,], i.e., no expensive calculations of the potential energy are required. On the other hand, if there are several maxima on [xo;xJ, let us denote the maximum closest to x0 as xc and the maximum closest to x1 as x7. We obtain the points x6 and xi as X6=X0*-p, Xi=X:+p,
where the vector p is the same as in Eq.
( 1). Then we take downhill steps from x6 and xi to x&' and x;' in accordance with Eq. (2) procedure several times, we either get a good pair of points with a single maximum of the potential energy between them, or the process gets stuck if the downhill directionspo and p, become collinear to (xi -x0) and, as a result, the new points and the ones from the previous step lie on the same line. Examples illustrating both success and failure of the detour algorithm are shown in Figs 
C. Linear constraints
It is worth mentioning that both the ridge method and the detour algorithm allow one to impose linear constraints on the molecular system under study. Let there be m linear constraints alTx=bi, i= l,..., m <n,
where {ai, i= 1 ,...,m} are constant linearly independent n-dimensional vectors, {b', i= I,...,m} are components of a constant m-dimensional vector b, and x is an n-dimensional coordinate vector. Obvious examples include keeping some of the nuclei or some of their coordinates frozen or, when the molecular geometry is represented in redundant Cartesian coordinates, linear constraints may be used to fix the center of mass. The starting points x0 and x1 are assumed to satisfy conditions (7), so for the points xi, xi, these conditions also hold due In particular, Eq. (8) is true when the matrix A has vectors ah i= l,..., m, as eigenvectors with corresponding eigenvalues equal to zero. Thus, the rank of the matrix A will be no greater than (n -m), indicating that we actually operate in an ( n -m )-dimensional space despite the n-dimensional coordinate vector x. The only case when this requirement is not compatible with condition (5) is when the gradient at the point x * belongs to the linear space spanned by vectors ah i= l,..., m. This situation, however, already indicates that x* is a critical point satisfying constraints (7) (2) and (4) 
a. Curved reaction path Now let us consider the choice of downhill directions p. and p1 in Eq. (2). As suggested by Eqs. (3) and (4), in order to obtain the downhill directions p. and p,, one needs to evaluate the gradient either at one point x*, or at two points x6 and xi. Additionally, the gradient at the point x* is needed to check convergence. Thus it is tempting to calculate the gradient only at the point x*, i.e., to use Eq. (3) for all iterations. However, in this case the direction (xi -x0), which has to be the direction of negative curvature at each iteration, remains unchanged. It may happen that this direction will not be a direction of negative curvature at the saddle point, so the algorithm will require smaller and smaller downhill steps until it gets stuck when the curvature o along the direction (x,-x0) approaches zero. This follows from Eq. (Cl), which determines the position of the critical point when the downhill directions are chosen from Eq. (3). In order to retain negative curvature of (xi -x0), it is advantageous to alternate between Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) as follows. We start with downhill directions p. and p, determined from Eq. (3), which requires evaluation of the gradient only at the point x*. After a number of iterations have been performed, the position of the maximum on the line [xo;xJ may become rather close to one of the end points x0, xi (we use the criterion jl* < 0.3 or L* > 0.7, where the parameter /2*( 0 </2* < 1) characterizes the position of the maximum on the line [xo;xl]; see Appendix A). This situation indicates that it is desirable to modify the direction [xo;xJ in order to increase the absolute value of the curvature along this direction. As shown in Appendix C, we can achieve this goal by taking the downhill directions as the antigradients at the points x6 and xi, i.e., using Eq. (4) with the matrix A equal to the unit matrix. The next issue we would like to discuss is the choice of the matrix A in Eqs. (3) and (4). Although these equations look similar to the one which defines the downhill direction in quasi-Newton minimization algorithms,*' there is no direct analogy between these methods and the Ridge method. Thus far, we have used Eqs. (3) and (4) as a convenient way to relate downhill directions at the points x6 and Xi either to the gradients at these points according to Eq. (4), or to the gradient at the nearby point x* according to Eq. (3). Additionally, through the use of the matrix A we can account for linear constraints imposed on the molecular structure, as has been shown above. It seems reasonable that the ridge method and the detour algorithm could greatly benefit from an appropriate choice of the matrix A, such that the downhill directions obtained from Eqs. (3) or (4) do not deviate from the ridge. The ideal choice of the matrix A is, of course, the inverse of the Hessian matrix, or generalized inverse Hessian matrix*l if the coordinates are redundant. However, when evaluation of the Hessian matrix far from the saddle point is a luxury one cannot afford, this choice becomes rather complicated. Let us note that in order to obtain a reasonable approximation to the Hessian matrix, e.g., by using the approach of Ref. 3, one needs to accumulate gradient information from about as many points as there are degrees of freedom. Moreover, all of these points have to belong to the same relatively small region on the potential energy surface. While this approach seems to be reasonable in the quadratic region of the saddle point, it hardly can be useful at the first stage of the ridge method, when the number of gradient evaluations is small. Additionally, until a quadratic region of the saddle point is reached, it is advantageous for the ridge method to take large steps, so the Hessian matrix will change before sufficient gradient information will be collected. Since reliable procedures for generating an appropriate matrix A are still under development, we use one of the following ways to determine the matrix A. The simplest choice of the matrix A is, of course, the unit matrix, so that the downhill directions coincide with antigradients. In the case where linear constraints are imposed on the molecular structure, we form the matrix A as described in Appendix B. A more sophisticated matrix A can be built in such a way that the current direction of negative curvature, (x1-x0), is the eigenvector corresponding to some negative eigenvalue, say, -1. If the linear constraints (7) are present, we can always orthogonalize the vectors ai, i= l,..., m to each other and to the direction of negative curvature, (xi -x0), and take them as eigenvectors of the matrix A with corresponding eigenvalues equal to 0. The rest (n-m-l ) eigenvectors of the matrix A with corresponding eigenvalues equal to 1 are taken to be orthogonal to each other and to the vectors (x1 -x0) and ail i= I,..., m. For such a matrix A, the downhill directionspo and pi, obtained from Eq. (4) and the corresponding antigradients -g (x,) and -g(xt) will have projections of different sign on the direction of negative curvature (x, -x0). Therefore, displacements along these downhill directions will exclude sliding along the direction (x,-x,) that leads away from the ridge.
E. Local property
The ridge method is based solely on local information, i.e., the coordinates of two close points x; and xi and the gradients at these points or the gradient at the point x* between them. This property of the method has its advantages and disadvantages. Due to its local character, the method is less sensitive to the shape of the potential energy surface than the synchronous transit method' or the method of Bell and Crighton,' which are only suited for potential energy surfaces that are not too twisted. The other advantage with respect to these methods is that the line where the maximum is sought at each iteration is much shorter, except the first step where the same line is employed by both the ridge and synchronous transit methods. A disadvantage of the locality of the ridge method is that it can lead to a saddle point between two stable structures different from the starting ones. However, if there are several local minima on the potential energy surface, it is highly desirable to obtain all, or at least some, possible transition states between them. The ridge method allows us to explore the potential energy surface, or rather its regions of interest, step by step. Indeed, given two stable structures, we can obtain a saddle point. By performing a steepest descent from that point twice, with the direction of the first search taken at first as (xi -x6>, which is a direction of negative curvature, and then as (x6-x; ), we obtain two equilibrium structures again. If in this process a new stable structure appears, we use it to form new starting pairs. By repeating this procedure until no new stable structures are produced, we obtain a set of reaction pathways and corresponding energy barriers for two initial stable structures of interest.
Ill. APPLICATIONS
The examples considered below are primarily intended to test the ridge method and the detour algorithm. In order to illustrate the latter, let us consider the in-plane inversion of three hypothetical atoms interacting according to a Lennard-Jones potential with parameters E (the depth of the potential well) and CT (the interatomic distance where the potential curve crosses zero) set to unity. Two nearstable structures x0 and x1 and their coordinates are shown in Fig. 5 . For a given choice of coordinates, the displacement along the line [xo;xl] corresponds to the displacement of atom 3 along the X axis, so that the potential energy goes to infinity as atom 3 approaches atom 2. This situation, when the line [xo;x,] contains points where some of the nuclei are too close to each other, may occur rather often, especially for large-dimensional cases. According to the detour algorithm, the displacement along the line [xo;xl] from x0 to xt, and from x1 to xi continues until the distance between a pair of atoms becomes smaller than the minimum allowed distance between them, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Further performance of the algorithm depends on the choice of downhill directions, i.e., the matrix A in Eq. taken as the second near-stable structure (denoted as x1 in the algorithm description). We chose the first near-stable structures x0 to be the same as those in Ref. 9 . Note that the choice of the exact equilibrium position (0;O) as the first stable structure would oversimplify the problem in hand, because in this case the saddle point at ( l;O) would be found during the first line search. Table I , which compares our results to those of Bell and Crighton,' demonstrates that both methods require approximately the same number of line searches. As far as the number of function and gradient evaluations are concerned, the greater number of function evaluations in the ridge method compared to that of Bell and Crighton is due to the different techniques used for the line searches by these two methods. We used the function-only Brent algorithm22 for a onedimensional search for a maximum, combined with a bracketing phase, which assures that there is a maximum on the given line. We have chosen this search technique because each ab initio gradient evaluation takes 2-3 times the CPU time of a function evaluation. Thus the greater number of function evaluations in the ridge method compared to the Bell-Crighton method is somewhat compensated by the fewer number of gradient evaluations. We do not rule out that other one-dimensional search techniques may turn out to be more appropriate depending on the comparative costs of function and gradient evaluations. For a wide range of potentials, the Brent algorithm requires 5-6 function evaluations per search. The first three function evaluations are used to determine if there is a maximum on the line, and if there is not, the search is aborted. If there is a maximum, we refine its position by evaluating the function at additional points. During this process, it may happen that we obtain a function value that is higher than the maximum on the previous line; if this situation occurs, the current search will be aborted also. Although Bell and Crighton do not specify what technique they used for their line searches, the technique that they used takes an average of two function evaluations per line search, which seems to be very optimistic for general potentials. Since the method of Bell and Crighton' combines a search for a maximum along the quadratic path connecting reactants and products with a search for a minimum in a space conjugate to the vector tangential to that path at its maximum point, one might expect much better performance of this method on the simple Cerjan-Miller surface,' as compared to the ridge method, which does not have the minimization phase described above. However, Table I indicates the satisfactory performance of the ridge method, which, unlike the method of Bell and Crighton, is capable of handling more difficult potential energy surfaces with curved reaction paths. A more severe test of the ridge method would involve a many-body potential energy surface obtained from ab initio calculations. One of the channels for disilane decomposition, namely, the reaction SiH3-SiHs -+ SiH2 = SiH2 + HZ, has been studied previously at the HF/6-31G** leve1.23 We have used the Ridge method at this same level of the- Fig. 9 . The transition state with lower energy is unsymmetrical, with the two departing hydrogens and the two Si atoms located almost in the same plane. The higher energy transition state has C2 symmetry, with the four active atoms forming an explicitly nonplanar structure. These two transition states were obtained as a result of altering the initial structure x1, which corresponds to (Si,H,,+-H,) and is not uniquely defined. We tried several different positions of H, with respect to Si2H4, which resulted in finding the two transition states mentioned above. Although all geometries we used for x1 did not possess any syminetry, the transition state which is slightly higher in energy has C2 symmetry, as mentioned above. While this result might seem to violate transition state symmetry rules 24 which require the symmetry of the transition state f to be present in both reactants and products, it does not, because this transition state merely corresponds to a product consisting of an H, molecule symmetrically oriented state between stable structures different from the starting ones. However, this does not pose a serious problem, as was discussed in Sec. II. The heuristic detour algorithm that supplements the ridge method enables one to deal with pathological initial conditions, when potential energy has several maxima or very high values on the line connecting reactants and products in coordinate space. Although not always successful, the detour algorithm provides an alternative to the only other way to deal with this problem suggested so far,' i.e., trying different quadratic paths leading from reactants to products. with respect to SiZH,. This fact illustrates the local property of the ridge method, which arrived at a saddle point corresponding to reactants and products different from the starting ones. However, in this case the difference between the initial products and the products corresponding to the transition state is rather formal, because they both represent physically the same products. Thus since there is no barrier for lowering the products' symmetry, both transition states are almost equivalent energetically.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the ridge method for finding saddle points on potential energy surfaces. Of particular advantage for large-scale ab initio calculations is that this method does not require Hessian matrix evaluations or an initial guess for the transition state geometry. The method proceeds using only local information (energies and energy gradients), which enables it to deal with twisted potential energy surfaces and curved reaction paths. The algorithm involves a one-dimensional search for an energy maximum on a line between two close points that straddle the ridge on the potential energy surface. These points, in turn, evolve into new points by moving downhill along the ridge which separates the reactants' and products' valleys. This process conforms to minimization on the ridge and results in finding a saddle point in coordinate space.
As with all other methods for transition state searches, the ridge method does not guarantee that the saddle point found is the one with the lowest potential energy. Additionally, as with all local methods,2'3"3"4 the ridge method may find a saddle point which corresponds to the transition Finally, both the ridge method and the detour algorithm are well suited for cases when linear constraints are imposed on the molecular structure. (2), (4), and (A2) we obtain the following expressions for the points x6 and x;
x:=x*-p-aATg*+aATHp, xy=x*+p-aA'Tg*--'Hp.
The line [xg,xT] consists of points x= (1 -;l)xz +1x;', where 0(/2< 1. By using Eq. (A3) we can represent any point x on the [x& ',x;] as x=x*+Ax, where
Now, substituting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (Al) we obtain the potential energy along the line [x:
;xT] as a function of the one-dimensional parameter ;1, O<R( 1. The derivative of the potential V with respect to il is given by the formula av a;l= -2[~rg*~A~Hp+ (1 -U>prHp+ag*TAHp].
points x&' and x;), which are given by Eq. (A3). Again, third and higher order terms in a and llpll are neglected in this derivation. We obtain
Here we have neglected terms of third and higher order in the small parameters a and llpll and used the relationship g*=p=O, which follows from the fact that the potential has a maximum along the line [xo;xJ at the point x*. The equation aV/&i=O, which is the necessary condition for the maximum of the potential on the line [.x& ';xi] , defines /1* at the critical point as V(x;;> -V(x;') g*=iiHp= 4cr ,
when the downhill directions are determined from Eq. (4)) and
(A61 when the downhill directions are taken from Eq, (3).
APPENDIX B where 2 is the symmetrized matrix A, i.e., A=$4 +AT). From Eq. (A6) one can see that ;1* depends monotonically on a/lbII [cf. Eq. (Cl)], which is the ratio of the downhill step size a to the side step size Iloll. Thus one can always choose values of LY and lb/j such that 0 </2* < 1, i.e., the potential has a critical point on the line [x:,x;]. This critical point is a maximum because from Eq. (A5) one easily obtains i?V/c%12=4pTHp, which is negative since p is a direction of negative curvature in the vicinity of x*. Thus assertion (i) in Sec. II is proven.
In order to prove assertion (ii), let us show that the maximum of the potential on the line [xl;;x;'], i.e., VI A=~*, is less than V(x*), which is the maximum of the potential on the line [xo;xJ. Using Eq. (A4) where ;I corresponds to a critical point and, therefore, is given by Eq. (A6), we can express the dominant linear term pTAx in the potential expansion (Al ) where x is a critical point on the line [xl;;x;'], as Since the term --apTATg* is negative due to inequality (5), there exists a value of the small parameter a such that pTAx is also negative. With the negative linear term in the quadratic expansion of the potential (Al ), we can guarantee assertion (ii) to be true.
Thus we have proven assertions (i) and (ii) in Sec. II for the case when the downhill directions are determined in accordance with E$. (4). The case when the downhill directions are determined from Eq. (3) is treated similarly. Equation (A6) in this case is replaced by a*=; [ *+a;?].
(A81 Let us note that we may estimate the appropriate downhill step size a after we have calculated the potential energy V at the points x6 and x; obtained for some trial value of a. In order to choose such a value of a which will bring the parameter ;1* defined by Eq. (A6) or Eq. (A8) within the range 0 </2* < 1, we need to estimate the terms 
where G is the Gram matrix of vectors al,...,a,(Gij=ulTui) and the m-dimensional vector b has components b',...,b"'. Since the vectors a ,,...,a, are linearly independent, the matrix G is nonsingular and Eq. (Bl ) can be resolved with respect to {, yielding c=G-'b. Thus in the coordinate system S, the coordinate vector x has its first m components fixed, and we can perform optimization among its last (n-m) components only.
We can always form the matrix A so it will have vectors a l,...,um as eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal to zero and vectors q m+ l,...,qn as eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal to unity. We can represent the gradient g* in the coordinate system 5' as the sum of two orthogonal vectors g, and gl
Now condition (5) may be written as PTA@ =&a > 0, and it does not hold only if g, =0, which means that the gradient has components (cl,...,cm,O,...,O) in the coordinate system S. Keeping in mind that in this coordinate system, the first m components of the coordinate vector are fixed, we obtain a critical point in the (n-m)-dimensional space that actually represents the coordinate vector. 
